
 
Great golf, great food, great friends 

 

 

BUNGAY AND WAVENEY VALLEY GOLF CLUB 

 

COMPETITION PROCEDURE 
 

 

PRIOR TO PLAY  

1. To enter the competition you must pay the entrance fee. Men in the Professionals shop and Ladies in 

their locker room. 

2. Ladies must ‘sign in’ - using the psi touch screen (player score input system) situated in the 

Clubhouse Lobby. 

3. A manual ‘sign in’ sheet operates for the Men which is located in the Professionals Shop and should 

be completed when paying the entry fee. 

4. Complete player details on the card, recording also the name of competition, your handicap, the date 

and start time on the card. 

For Men only - Any play in competitions before the Professional’s shop is open is strictly by prior 

agreement with the Club Professional or his deputy, where a separate ‘sign in’ procedure and entry fee 

payment system will apply. 

 

 

AFTER PLAY 

5. Ensure that your card is correctly completed and signed by both player and marker. 

6. Enter scores through the psi touch screen situated in the Lobby and leave card in the Competitions 

box adjacent to the terminal. 

 

 

In the event of the Psi unit/ computer failing - the Ladies ‘sign in’ will be via  a manual paper entry sheet 

located in the Ladies Locker room with the  PSi score entry requirement for both Ladies and Men temporally 

suspended, the completed cards will still need to be ‘posted’ into the Competition Boxes as normal. 

 

 

All cards, including No Returns, should be entered and returned as noted in the above procedure and 

players should continue their round and record their shots taken wherever possible after  a ‘No 

Scores’ hole, (including medal competitions). These scores will be taken into account when calculating 

the competition standard scratch for the day.           

 

NR cards also attract the normal 0.1 handicap increase in a player’s individual handicap. 

 

 

The committee may disqualify any person who fails to conform to the above procedure. Furthermore, the 

handicap authority is empowered under CONGU Rules to suspend handicaps & / or competition ‘c’ 

handicap status of members who do not comply with the above. 

 


